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Redefining the„Public Sphere‟- Factorizing theMobile Challenge in the Digital 

Age of Communication 

Abstract: Newer developments in mass communication require continuous and constant re-

assessment. The mobile has been declared to be one of the top five inventions of the century 

and is seen as a disruptive medium and a game changer in the current scenario. In creating 

new templates in the field of communication, the mobile phone is erasing the boundaries 

between mass and personal communication as well as opening larger expanses of spaces for 

deliberation and discourse for the common man thus redefining the concept of „Public 

Sphere‟ as defined by the renowned German philosopher JurgernHabermas . This seems to be 

having an impact not just on communication but on the advancement of the democratic 

institutions of society. On the other hand it has turned into the users‟ „alter-ego‟ and intimate 

extension of his body, resulting in a kind of narcissist engagement with one‟s own self. This 

paper examines the mobile phenomenon from both these aspects.   

Key Words: Public Sphere, digital divide, mobilization, representational culture, participative 

culture, digital activism, narcissism, self absorbsion. 

The theory related to mass communication has to be continually re-assessed in the light of 

new technologies and their applications. The rapid progress in the field of communication 

technology and the development of newer forms of communication has brought about 

innovative forms of communication.  Digitalization and satellite communication have not 

only speeded the communication process but are impacting it in numerous and subtle ways.    

Digitalization is the most fundamental aspect of information and communication technology 

(ICT). Digitalization is the process by which all texts are reduced to a binary code and share 

the same process of production, distribution and storage. Digitalization opened new ways of 

communication and the world of information gathering, storage and sharing changed forever. 

Computers and Internet created a paradigm shift in the world of communication.  With their 

coming, the world of communication changed forever and the world came to be looked upon 

as a global village.  But they created was also created a divide between the persons who had 

the access to this revolutionary and expensive technology and those who didn‟t. This has 
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been called as the „digital divide‟. The coming of cheap mobile is tearing down this divide. 

“The cheap mobile is a top –five invention” says Robin Jeffery, a research philosopher at 

Institute of South Asian Studies, University of Singapore. Thissmall device that can do 

almost anything at the cost of a few thousand rupees is turning out to be a game changing 

phenomenon. It has brought the benefits of the ICT within the reach of not just the common 

man but its outreach has spread to the poorest of the poor. In the Indian context, with a 

teeming „hand me down market‟, one could get a phone for a fraction of its‟ cost. This makes 

the mobile phone a disruptive instrument as well as a leveller in the context of 

communication in India.According to researchers every alternate Indian owns a mobile in the 

country and as per the news “India will be no 2 Net user by the year end” (The Times of India 

,Nov 20,2014 Mumbai Edition) . This statistic itself reveals not only the penetration of the 

mobile but the scope of its reach which overcomes all divides. Cheap mobiles have given the 

poorest of the poor two important things-the power to connect with government and 

mainstream media as never before; and the power to organise. Mobile 

communicationtemplate creates a model where every owner is a potential broadcaster and 

media maker. Then again this is a media which is largely beyond the bounds of government 

regulations. One has witnessed in the recent elections how the mobiles have been used 

effectively by the elections by the AAP Party as well as the BJP. There is a constant refrain in 

today‟s media about the need in the digital world to bridge the gulf between the rural-urban 

the rich and the poor and the ubiquitous little instrument is fast becoming an agent of social 

change.  

A concept developed by JurgenHabermas,the renowned German philosopher in his study of 

critical theory and pragmatism, called „Public Sphere‟ is radically being redefined by this 

technology.JurgenHabermas developed the concept of the „Public Sphere‟ while explaining 

communication studies and linked it to the growth of democracy and individualism. 

In his seminal work The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Habermas 

reasoned that earlier to the 18th century, European culture was dominated by what he termed 

as a "representational" culture,(it corresponded with the age of the great monarchs and the 

feudal stage of development) where one party sought to "represent" itself on its audience by 

overwhelming its subjects.He gives the example of the Palace of Louis IV as a demonstration 

of this "representational" culture. Habermas argued that the opulence of the palace of 
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Versailles was meant to show the greatness of the French state and its‟ King by overpowering 

the senses of visitors. The Factors that assisted this was the rise of capitalism, increase in 

literacy, and invention of the printing press marked the appearance of the Public Sphere. The 

defining feature of the public sphere culture was the negligible control by the state apparatus. 

Public space which was outside the control by the state,spurred individuals to exchange views 

and knowledge. Another feature of the public sphere was its critical and deliberative nature. 

While the representational culture was one sided, public sphere was characterized by a spirit 

of enquiry and dialogue.  In Habermas's view, the growth in newspapers, magazines, reading 

clubs, libraries and coffee houses and in the 18th-century Europe, all in different ways, 

marked the gradual replacement of "representational" culture with„Public Sphere‟ culture. 

The coming of the television,and more importantly the freedom of news from government 

controls was a step in this development of the public sphere. The public sphere which existed 

between the economy and the state represented a form of supervision of the government. But 

by the end of the 19
th

 century this public sphere came to be dominated by the expanded state 

and organized economic interests. The media ceased to be agencies of empowerment and 

surrendered their role of a watch dog and became a further means by which the public were 

side-lined and public opinion manipulated. According to Habermas, the public sphere ceased 

to be a neutral sphere. The linkages between the politicians, businessmen and media houses 

are obvious in our country.  A variety of factors resulted in the eventual decay of the public 

sphere, like the growth of a commercial mass media, which turned the critical public into a 

passive consumer public; and the welfare state, which merged the state with society so 

thoroughly that it the public sphere was wedgedout. It also turned the "public sphere" into a 

site of self-interested contestation for the resources of the state rather than a space for the 

development of a public-minded rational consensus. The alliance that one has witnessed in 

our country between politicians, businessmen and media houses further ousted any scope for 

a neutral and fair deliberation.. In this situation the Internet is seen as an extension of this 

public sphere. It became a space for free exchange for communities of interest. For how long 

this remains to be so is a question, for issues of surveillance have already raised their head 

and this space is increasingly being subject to government and corporate controls. 

Democratic institutions  then critically depends upon public discourse by the common man 

on matters of public importance.  Today, owing to the developments in technology, there is 

optimism about the possibility of the revival of the public sphere. One can discern a hope for 
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the future where there is not just a stronger representative democracy-reliant state, but going 

a step further, there is an opening of space for a deliberative democracy-reliant political 

organism based on the equal rights and obligations of citizens. In such direct democracy-

driven system, the activist public sphere is needed for debates on matters of public 

importance and as well as the mechanism for that discussion to affect the decision making 

process. The computers to some extent and mobiles to a larger extent are opening this space 

for not just a representative democracy but a participative one. One is witnessing such 

participative democracy (in a small way) by the efforts of the television programmes like 

“SatyamevJayate” where citizens‟ opinion is mobilized, and they give a „missed‟ call  to 

support a cause, to make a representation to the governing bodies.  Mobilization of the public 

is the discerning capacity of media today. Mobilization means activatingpublic opinion to 

arouse sympathy or concern to the point where action is taken by the public themselves or by 

those in authority.   In the 21
st
 century, withthe astounding increase in the use of mobile 

phones especially those linked with the Internet,provides a very effective example of 

mobilization. From 1995, when mobiles first came to India to the present day, so rapidly have 

they penetrated the society that reference is now made to the m-generation,m-commerce and 

m-future in which the dominance of the computers as a hub of network transactions is seen 

giving way to the mobile with all its manifold functions from simple telephony and texting to 

internet usage, downloading, listening to radio and watching television.Manuel Cassels in an 

article entitled “Communication, Power and Counter Power in Network Society” published in 

the International Journal of Communication (Vol. 1, 2007) terms this as „mass-self 

communication‟ and writes „the spread of instant political mobilizations by using mobile 

phones supported by the Internet is changing the landscape of politics….it is becoming 

increasingly difficult for governments to hide or manipulate information. The manipulation 

plots are increasingly picked up and challenged by a myriad of “eyeballs” as debate and 

mobilization are called upon by thousands of people, without central co-ordination but with a 

shared purpose often focussing on and asking or forcing government officials to resign. 

 On the world map, digital activism has fuelled the revolutions against the governments in 

many North African countries (the famous „African Spring‟ of 2010&2011) and was 

responsible for the rapid acceleration of popular protests. Power and information have always 

shared a close relationship. Since information is no longer confided in the authoritative few, 

today the news spreads instantly via mobiles to thousands and within hours or days vast 
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number of people can be informed and united for a cause and organized into action. Then 

again the brutal killing of Khaled Said by the Egyptian security forces which was caught on 

camera and circulated extensively via internet sparked a widespread protest in the entire 

country and finally led to the President Hosni Mubarak. Jo Glanville one of the Egyptian 

activists wrote in an editorial about the uprising “We used face book to schedule the protest 

Twitter to coordinate and You Tube to connect to tell the world. “In another editorial of hers 

Index on Censorship in (No.1, 2011) „Playing The Long Game‟, Jo Glanville writes, “The 

invitation to the blogger Slim Amamou to join the interim government in Tunisia was one of 

the most remarkable acknowledgement of the role of digital activist in civil society not to 

mention the symbolism of his appointment in a country that has stifled free speech for 

decades.”The political impact of the Arab Spring that shook the regimes four years back may 

have started to fade , but the images of people using their mobiles to communicate and 

mobilise protests is still fresh in the memory of the people. The recent student protest in 

Hong Kong only shows how popular the mobile phone has become as a device of 

communicationwith like- minded people for a common cause.With the coming of the 

phonecam, everybody became a photo journalist and citizen journalism saw new paradigms. 

Shoot at site became a fascination and every one was clicking.Mobile phones are not just a 

means of individual expression but also make all reporters and eyes of the society in both 

positive and negative ways. This is a means of communication that has blurred the personal-

mass communication divide.  

 This positive picture is confronted by EvgenyMorzon who argues about another side to the 

issue. In an article written in „The Net Delusion: How not to liberate the World‟ (Allan 

Lane,2011) , Morozon offers a counterview to the believers of free speech through the digital 

media,  whom he terms as the „cyber utopians‟ saying that online mobilization has „often 

strengthened  rather than undermined authoritarian rule‟. Dissent voices become „ousted‟ and 

thus open to surveillance, playing into the hands of authority. Morzon believes that many 

analysts fall in the trap of equating liberalization with democratization.    

Mobiles have changed not just the way we as a society work, play, love, think and relate to 

each other, but also more fundamentally altered our perception of ourselves. It has become 

our palm size alter ego. Marshall McLuhan the media expert proclaimed that the medium is 

the message. He looks upon the various inventions like the print media, the radio the 
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television as extension of the human body. Apart from the public aspect of the mobile phone, 

there is a private aspect of it as well. All technology impacts our life and psyches in varied 

and subtle ways. In his revolutionary book “Understanding Media” Marshall McLuhan who 

developed the concept of the global village, also proposed that all media is an extension of 

some faculty of the human being.Print technology according to McLuhanexerted a 

gravitational effect on the process of cognition and which consequently impacted the way one 

interacts with each other. Print technology changed the perceptual habits (“visual 

homogenization of experience”) and contributed to the salient trends of the modern society 

like individualism, capitalism, democracy and nationalism. Camera was described as an 

extension of the human eye. Considered in the above manner the mobile is an extension of 

our own selves, our alter-ego. It is so personal that nobody lends their mobile to anyone more 

than one lends one‟s toothbrush or one‟s diary, or shoes.A mobile is one‟s own identity albeit 

a digital one. It is our closest accomplice and a proxy persona. Mobile technology makes the 

user a protagonist an actor – it extends the scope of his presence and makes the individual the 

hub of his own network. The mobile is the ordinary person‟s conduit to the digital world: 

computers are expensive and wi-fi is not available everywhere. It is the increasingly cheaper 

mobile that has become the desi man‟s portal to the digital world. The connected smart phone 

has also resulted in the end to vacant leisure and the social awkwardness of being alone has 

disappeared. The phone and its‟ headphones have magically turned loneliness into self- 

absorption and isolation into privacy.  Each phone is then a universe onto the owner and his 

best friend and provides help and information from any- where in the world in real time. 

A mobile then paradoxically connects and isolates as the need may be. In social circuits it is 

often creating a strange tableau of bodily presence and mental absentmindedness. The smart 

phone gives its user limitless opportunities to curate narcissism and its‟ accompanying 

nostalgia. Sharing pictures of every encounter,every excursion, and every change of clothes is 

a means of peddling oneself. The mobile has made everybody not only an amateur 

photographer but also a self -portrait artist so much so that the phenomenon has led to the 

coining of the newest word in the dictionary a “selfie”.  Every tourist knows that a picture of 

theTajMahal without you in it is just a postcard, but in the mobile world you click a picture 

where you in the foreground are necessarily larger than any monument which exists is there 
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mainly to footnote your location. It is probably an instrument to satisfy our urge to 

beperpetual andeternal, to be present everywhere in the lives of people. 

Mobile revolution is still in its nascent stage, and only time will tell which way the tide turns. 

It,like so manyparadoxes of the post- modern life, both isolates people as well as connects 

them to larger social concerns. But one conclusion that can be drawn definitely is that 

mobiles have introduced deep and far-reaching changes not just in our ways of 

communication but are impacting our psyches as well.To assess the impact of such a 

revolutionary technology is not only difficult but quite impossible. How far and how fast the 

changes it could make are difficult to predict. But one can be sure it does harbour the 

potential for a far-reaching and wide impact.  
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